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Chapterr 6 
Tetragonall  RT4A18 compounds 

Thiss chapter is organised as follows. After a short description of the ThMnn-type of 

structure,, the magnetic and related properties of the rare-earth (R) aluminides crystallizing in 

thiss structure are discussed. These properties are determined by specific-heat and 

magnetizationn measurements. Some attention wil l be devoted to the crystalline-electric-field 

(CEF)) interactions in the investigated materials for which CEF parameters reported from 

inelastic-neutron-scatteringg (INS) experiments. 

OO (2a) R (8f)T T (8i)) Al (8j)) Al 

Figuree 6.1. The tetragonal crystal structure of RT4A18 compounds (space group. 141 mmm) and the co-
ordinationn polyhedron around the R sites. 

6.1.. Introduction 

Thee R intermetallic compounds have a very rich phenomenology for the study of the 3d 

andd 4f magnetism and the interplay between these two types of magnetism. Moreover, their 

potentiall  applications as permanent magnets explain the considerable attention paid to these 

materials.. The ThMnn-type compounds, especially the ones containing the rare earths, exhibit 

fascinatingg magnetic properties. Therefore an extensive study of these materials is worth to be 

done.. The ThMnn-type compounds crystallize in a body-centred tetragonal structure 

(I4/mmm)) and these compounds have been already reviewed by many authors [6.1. 6.2. 6.3]. 

Inn the ternary R compounds of the type RT4Als (see Fig. 6.1). the R atoms occupy the 2a 

position,, the transition metal (T) atoms the 8f position and the Al atoms the 8i and 8j positions 
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[6.4.. 6.5. 6.6]. This distribution strongly depends on stoichiometry but also on the elements 

constitutingg the system. It is noteworthy that with regard to the ability to form compounds of 

thee type RT4A1S. a gap exists in the series T = Cr. Mn. Fe. Co, Ni and Cu. since neither 

RC04AFF nor RNi4Als have been found to exist [6.1]. 

Thee magnetic properties of the RT4AI8 compounds depend strongly on the T component. 

Thesee compounds form a kind of superstructure because the transition element enters 

exclusivelyy the 8f position as has been shown in several neutron-diffraction (ND) and 

Mossbauer-effectt (ME) experiments [6.1-7], The magnetic-ordering temperatures of the 

RTaAlss compounds as reported in literature are given Fig. 6.2. 
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Figuree 6.2. Magnetic-ordering temperatures, Torder, of RT4Al s compounds, versus lanthanide element, 

RR (after refs. 6.6 and 6.7). 
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1.. Compounds with T = Cr. In RCr4Al x. the Cr ions do not carry a magnetic moment but they 

havee an induced moment due to ordered neighbouring R moments [6.2. 6.7]. When the 

neighbourss are non-magnetic or when they are in a perfect AF ordering no moment is 

presentt at the Cr site [6.5]. In most of the compounds, a sharp increase of the 

magnetizationn is found at low temperatures [6.7], 

2.. Compounds with T = Mn. From the results of magnetic measurements and ND, it can be 

concludedd that the magnetic properties are dominated by antiferromagnetic R-R 

interactionss leading to rather low magnetic-ordering temperatures [6.5. 6.8. 6.9], but 

sufficientt experimental information on the magnetic ordering of the R moments is still 

lacking.. The Mn atoms probably possess a localized moment. 

3.. Compounds with T = Fe. From the results of magnetic measurements.s Fe-Mössbauer 

spectroscopyy and ND measurements, it can be derived that the magnetic properties are 

dominatedd by antiferromagnetic Fe-Fe interactions leading to magnetic ordering 

temperaturess in the range 135-200 K [6.3. 6.1()|. The R moments order at much lower 

temperatures. . 

4.. Compounds with T = Cu. Only the R moments contribute to the magnetic properties of 

thiss system. The bulk magnetic data for these compounds indicate that they order 

antiferromagneticallyy [6.7]. 

Summarizing,, the magnetic properties of these ThMn^-type of compounds depend 

stronglyy on the T component and vary between absence of magnetic ordering above 1.6 K for 

TT = Mn and magnetic-ordering temperatures well above 100 K for T = Fe. Much higher 

orderingg temperatures can be realized for compounds with the same structure type if the 

compositionn is taken around RFemM: where M = Si, Ti, V. W and Mo act as elements to 

stabilizee the ThMnii structure [6.3]. Several of the latter compounds can be considered as 

promisingg candidates for permanent-magnet materials. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy of 

thesee compounds is mainly due to the CEF-induced R-sublattice anisotropy. This CEF 

anisotropyy is fairly complicated because it seems to be dominated by the contribution of 

higher-orderr CEF parameters. The high ordering temperatures of RFemM: compounds prevent 

aa thorough study of the CEF interaction in ThMni: compounds. For this reason, CEF studies 

havee mainly concentrated on RT4A1X representatives in which magnetic ordering is absent 

altogether.. The analysis of the INS and specific-heat data has led us thus to conclusions 

concerningg the CEF-level scheme in RT4A1S compounds. In the present investigation, we 

discusss specific-heat data in terms of the CEF-level scheme presently available from INS 

[6.12]. . 

6.2.. Experimental 

RT4A1«« compounds with T = Cr. Mn. Fe or Cu were prepared in polycrystalline form by 

meltingg stoichiometric amounts of the elements (of at least 99.9 c/<  purity) in an arc furnace 

underr reduced argon pressure. The ingots were subsequently vacuum annealed at 800 °C for 
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severall  weeks. All samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction and shown to be 
approximatelyy single phase with Bragg peaks consistent with the ThMn,: structure. 

Wee have measured the specific heat in zero field in the temperature range from 1.5 to 
2000 K. About 200-400 mg of each compound were mounted on a sapphire plate in a thermal 
framee by using apiezone. This set-up comprises the possibilities for measurements using the 
standardd adiabatic method (Chapter 3). The specific heat in applied magnetic fields was 
measuredd in a 'He-cryostat with a superconducting magnet with a maximum available field of 
17.55 T, in a temperature range between 0.3 and 50 K using a semi-adiabatic heat-pulse method 
(Chapterr 3). Magnetic measurements were made in a SQUID magnetometer. 
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6.3.. RCr4Al 8 compounds 

Resultss of magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction (ND) have shown that the Cr 
atomss do not carry a magnetic moment and that the magnetic properties are controlled by 
antiferromagneticc (AF) R-R interactions [6.2, 6.4J. The latter lead to fairly low 
magnetic-orderingg temperatures, but sufficient experimental information on the magnetic 
orderingg of the R moments is still lacking. It has been suggested that for compounds of the 
typee RCr4Al s, a small Cr moment may be induced when the R ion is magnetic [6.7J. The angle 
betweenn hyperfine field and c-axis observed in the 5:iGd Mössbauer experiment in GdCr4Al* 
byy Felner and Nowik [6.7] suggests the possibility that the AF structures in these materials are 
nott necessarily collinear. Also the temperature dependence of magnetization reported by 
Felnerr and Nowik [6.7] is not typical for antiferromagnet. In most of the RCr4Al s-type of 
compounds,, a sharp rise of the magnetization is clearly seen at low temperatures. On the other 
hand,, the paramagnetic Curie temperatures 9p is negative for all magnetic RCr4AlK-type of 
compoundss (with exception of La, Ce, Yb, Lu, Y. Th and U). Hence Felner and Nowik [6.7] 
concludedd that all these compounds order antiferromagnetically. The lack of magnetic order in 
thee compounds of La, Ce. Lu, Y, Th and U is clear evidence that the Cr ions do not carry any 
localizedd moment. In order to obtain a better understanding of the magnetic interactions in this 
seriess of compounds, we have performed specific-heat measurements on several of the 
RCr4AlHH compounds (R = La, Ce, Pr, Er and Gd) in the temperature range 0.5-200 K. 

Dependingg on the type of crystalline-electric-field (CEF) splitting, it is possible that the 
CEF-splitt ground state has a strongly reduced magnetic moment, which may affect the 
magnetic-orderingg temperature. Because Gd has only a spin moment, such effects are absent 
inn GdCr4Al x. For this reason, we have chosen the latter compound for a detailed specific-heat 
studyy in order to obtain more experimental information on the magnetic-ordering temperatures 
off  the R moments in this interesting class of magnetic materials. 

Results s 

Thee specific heats of the compounds LaCr4Al8, CeCr4Al x, PrCr4AL, GdCr4Al x and 

ErCr4Al ss have been measured in zero magnetic field as a function of temperature. Plots of the 

temperaturee dependence of the specific heat of the first two compounds are displayed in 

Fig.. 6.3. La is non-magnetic and from the lattice constants it can be inferred that also Ce is 

non-magneticc in CeCr4Als. Therefore, the data of LaCr4Alx and CeCr4Al*  can be taken to be 

representativee of the phonon contribution to the specific heat. The data shown in Fig. 6.3 have 

beenn fitted with curves calculated by using Eq. 2.1. The low-intensity X-type of anomaly seen 

inn CfY plot of CeCr4Alx (Fig. 6.3b) at temperature about 2.3 K was also found by Ido et al. 

[6.111 ] in the specific heat of CeCu4Alx and CeMn4Al s. This anomaly is most likely due to tiny 

amountss of an impurity phase that escaped detection by X-ray diffraction. Extrapolation of the 

low-temperaturee data, leaving the contribution of this /.-type anomaly out of consideration, is 

shownn in the inset of Fig. 6.3b. From this fit we have determined y for CeCr4AlK to be equal to 
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622 mJ/molf.u.K . From a plot of CfT versus T of the low-temperature data, we have 

determinedd y for LaCr4Al s to be equal to 58 mJ/molf.u.K . By fitting the specific-heat curves 

overr the whole temperature range considered, we derived 6D= 408 K and 0D = 413 K for 

LaCr4Al«« and CeCr4Al«. respectively. The corresponding fits are indicated by the full curves 

inn the upper and lower parts of Fig. 6.3. 
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Figuree 6.3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C. of LaCr4Al8 and CeCr4Al s. The solid 

curvee represents a fit to the data points made on the basis of Eq. 2.1. 

Thee specific-heat data obtained for LaCr4Al *  can be taken as representing the lattice 

contributionn for the RCr4Al s compounds with R = Pr. Gd and Er. However, it is questionable 

whetherr the large electronic contribution to the specific heat found for LaCr4Als is present 
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alsoo in the other compounds. Because no CEF effects are present in GdCr4Al 8, we have first 

comparedd the GdCr4Al s data with the LaCr4Al s after correcting the latter for the mass 

differencee between Gd and La. It then turned out that the CU curve of LaCr4Alj< data lies 

abovee the corresponding curve of GdCr4Al 8 in almost the whole temperature range considered 

(abovee 25 K). This would mean that in this temperature range the magnetic entropy of 

GdCr4Al ss would be negative, a most unphysical result. On the other hand, we obtained a good 

matchh when correcting for the electronic and the phonon contribution of LaCr4Al s. This is 

shownn in Fig. 6.4a, and the corresponding magnetic contribution CM/T of GdCr4Al 8 is shown 

inn the Fig. 6.4b. Included in Fig. 6.4b is also the temperature dependence of the magnetic 

entropyy to the specific heat of GdCr4Al 8. The entropy is seen to be practically temperature-

independentt over the whole temperature range, excluding the magnetically ordered region and 

thee region above it in which some short-range magnetic order can be found. Such a 

temperaturee independent behaviour of the magnetic entropy above the magnetically-ordered 

regimee is expected in the absence of CEF effects. This result can be taken as a further 

confirmationn that our procedure to obtain the magnetic contribution is justified. The same 

methodd wil l therefore also be used for the RCr4Al s compound with R = Pr and Er. 

a) ) 

GdCrAI I 
' C s « i S l l 

2 X X 

Figuree 6.4. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T, of GdCr4Al s compound. 

(b)) Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat. CM/T, of GdCr4Alg (left 

scale).. The solid curve represents the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Thee temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat of PrCr4Al 8 

obtainedd in this way has been used for the CM/T plot shown in Fig. 6.5b. The magnetic 

contributionn to C/T shows a broad peak at 4.1 K (see also the inset of Fig. 6.5a) followed by a 

broadd shoulder at about 25 K. We attribute these two thermal events to Schottky anomalies 

associatedd with the CEF splitting of the Pr3+ ground-state multiplet. Our data do not show a X-

typee of anomaly associated with magnetic ordering in the investigated temperature range, 

whichh disagrees with the magnetic-ordering temperature of 6 K reported in Ref. 4. From the 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat, we have calculated the temperature dependence of 

thee magnetic entropy of PrCr4Al 8, which has also been plotted in Fig. 6.5b. Even at 250 K. the 
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magneticc entropy is seen to be still temperature dependent, suggesting that the overall CEF 

splittingg is larger than 250 K. Also the value of SM/R = 1 -35 reached at 250 K is much smaller 

thann SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.19 expected for Pr,+ with J = 4. Because no magnetic ordering was 

detectedd in our specific-heat data of PrCr4Al«, a substantial amount might have to be added to 

thee value of SM/R = 1.35 in order to account for entropy missed in the low-temperature range 

thatt falls outside the temperature range considered by us. 
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Figuree 6.4c. The low-temperature part of GdCr4Al8. 

Returningg to the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy of GdCr4Al x shown in 

Fig.. 6.4b, also here the value of the entropy at high temperatures is a bit lower (5% lower) 

thann the value SM/R = In (2J+1) = 2.07 expected for Gd~1+ with J = 7/2. As can be seen in more 

detaill  in Fig. 6.4c. magnetic ordering occurs below about 6 K. It is not accompanied by a 

sharpp specific-heat anomaly. The data shown in Fig. 6.4c rather suggest that magnetic 

orderingg occurs in at least three different steps and that it is not yet completed at the lowest 

temperaturee considered here. However, when adding a few tenth to the value SM/R = 1.75 at 

2000 K for the entropy missed in the lowest-temperature range, it agrees well with the value 

SM/RR = In (2J+l) = 2.07. 

Thee temperature dependence of CM/T for ErC^Alg is shown in Fig. 6.6b. The magnetic 

contributionn to C/T is characterized by a sharp A.-type of anomaly at about 0.5 K followed by a 

broadd Schottky-type maximum at about 17 K. The sharp ^-type of anomaly is shown in more 

detaill  in the inset of Fig. 6.6a. The temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy of 

ErC^Als,, has also been plotted in Fig. 6.6b. It can be seen in Fig. 6.6b that the magnetic 

entropyy reaches a value of SM/R = 2.6 at 250 K. When adding a few tenth for the entropy 

missedd in the lowest part of the magnetic-ordering peak, it agrees well with the value 

nn ' i ' i ' r 

GdCr4AI£ £ 
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SSMM/R/R = In (2J+1) = 2.77 expected for Er'*  with J = 15/2. This result suggests that the overall 

CEFF splitting in ErCr4Al x is of the order of 25(1 K. 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.5. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of PrCr4Alx. (b) Temperature 
dependencee of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat. CMAT. of PrCr4Al s (left scale). The solid 
curvee represents the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Thee low-temperature peak in the temperature dependencies of C\iAT in ErCr4Al x has been 

interpretedd as being due to magnetic ordering. In order to be able to rule out the sharp low-

temperaturee anomalies as being due to nuclear contributions to the specific heat, we have 

madee measurements of the temperature dependence of C\ifT for ErCr4Alx in the presence of 

externall  magnetic fields of 1. 2. 4 and 12 T. These results are presented in Fig. 6.7. where it 

cann be seen that the low-temperature anomaly has practically vanished in a field of 12 T. This 

showss that the anomaly at about 0.5 K shown in the lower part of Fig. 6.6a is not of nuclear 

origin.. Applications of external magnetic fields shift the maximum to higher temperature. 

CM/TT is suppressed to a lower value when we apply a field of 12 T and the maximum is also 

shiftedd to lower temperatures. 
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Figuree 6.6. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT. of ErCr4Al s. In the inset, the low-

temperaturee part of ErCr4Al s is shown, (b) Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to 

thee specific heat. CM/T. of ErCr4Al s (left scale). The solid curve represents the temperature 

dependencee of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

D iscuss ion n 

Wee have shown that magnetic ordering in the RCr4Al s compounds occurs at fairly low 

temperatures.. The compounds GdCr4Al x and ErCr4Al s order magnetically around 6 K and at 

0.55 K. respectively. No magnetic ordering was observed in the compound PrCr4Al x. The 

compoundd CeCr4Al x may be classified as a modest heavy-fermion system, with y equal to 

622 mJ/molf.u.K2. However, in view of the fact that we found almost the same y-value for 

LaCr4Al>;.. it seems unlikely that any ambivalent character of Ce plays a dominant role in the 

electronicc specific heat. 
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Figuree 6.7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic specific heat of ErCr4Al8 in zero field and in 

magneticc fields of 1. 2. 4 and 12 T. 

Magneticc ordering in ErCr4Al x has been previously reported in a ND study [6.9]. In the 

NDD pattern at 1.6 K, the occurrence of magnetic diffraction peaks has been observed, which 

suggestss that magnetic ordering sets in already above this temperature. However, these results 

aree difficult to reconcile with our specific-heat data. As seen in the inset of Fig. 6.6a. there is 

hardlyy any anomaly above 1.6 K. The small anomaly at 3.2 K has too low an intensity to be 

attributablee to a magnetic-ordering transition. Most likely it is due to tiny an amount of an 

impurityy phase that has escaped detection by X-ray diffraction. It is possible that this impurity 

iss also responsible for the additional peaks seen in the ND data at 1.6 K. Our specific-heat 

dataa do not support the occurrence of a Néel-type of transition at 14 K. as reported in ref. 6.7. 
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Wee mentioned already that the magnetic entropy reached at 200 K for PrC^Al*. is far 
muchh below the value of Rln(2J+l). The associated incomplete thermal population of the CEF 
levelss would require an overall CEF splitting much in excess of 200 K. Although this 
possibilityy cannot be excluded, it is in sharp contrast with the results obtained on ErCr4Alx in 
thee present investigation and results obtained in a specific-heat study made on the 
correspondingg isotypic compounds RMn4Al*  where the magnetic entropy did reach the 
expectedd values of Rln(2J+l) in the same temperature region (see Section 6.4). The absence 
off  magnetic ordering in PrCr4Al*  is very likely associated with a non-magnetic singlet ground 
state,, as is frequently observed for Pr compounds. In this case, magnetic ordering would 
requiree the presence of close-by-magnetic excited states in conjunction with a sufficiently 
strongg exchange interaction. Our data obtained for GdCr4Al s have shown, however, that the 
magneticc exchange interaction in the RCr4Als compounds is extremely weak. Because of the 
uncertaintiess regarding the entropy at temperatures below our measuring range, the 
temperaturee dependence of the entropy derived by us for PrCr4Alx should be regarded with 
muchh reservation. 
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6.4.. RMn4Al 8 compounds 

Resultss concerning magnetic and related properties of the RMn4Al s-type of compounds 
havee shown that in the majority of these compounds, the R sublattices seem to order 
magneticallyy at temperatures below about 30 K [6.7, 6.12]. Baio et al [6.9] have investigated 
thee type of the magnetic order in RMn4Als intermetallics (R = Nd, Dy, Ho and Er) with the 
NDD technique. They find no long-range order above 1.6 K. This is in apparent contradiction 
withh bulk measurements [6.7] that were performed in applied magnetic fields whereas the ND 
dataa were obtained in zero field. For GdMn4Al s and YMn4AlH, no order is observed above 4.2 
KK [6.13]. Coldeaet al. [6.14, 6.15] claim that the occurrence of a magnetic moment, at least in 
YMn4Al ss and GdMn4Al8 is strongly correlated with the critical value of the Mn-Mn distance 
(dd = 0.26 nm). below which the Mn moment is not stable. They claim that an increase in Mn 
concentrationn results in the appearance of a localized moment in the Mn sublattice. In this 
scenario,, only a small fraction of Mn atoms carries a moment, magnetism being intimately 
associatedd with the local environment of Mn atoms. Evidently, for the RMn4Al s systems 
investigatedd by Baio et al. [6.9] (i.e. for R = Nd. Dy, Ho and Er) as well as for TbMn4Al* 
[6.8|.. the atomic-site disorder is too low to give rise to a sufficient number of localized Mn 
momentss required for magnetic order. The additional statement by Coldea et al. [6.14] that the 
degreee of localization changes with temperature is based on rather speculative argument. 
However,, depending on the type of CEF splitting, it is possible that the CEF-split ground state 
hass a strongly reduced magnetic moment, which may affect the magnetic-ordering 
temperature.. The lack of magnetic ordering in the compounds of RMn4AlN with R = La, Ce, 
Yb.. Lu and Y gives strong evidence that magnetic order is restricted to the R sublattice [6.16]. 
Thee compounds of Th and U are also non-magnetic. In order to reach a better understanding 
off  the magnetic interactions in this interesting class with magnetic materials, we have 
performedd specific-heat measurements on several of these RMn4Al s compounds (for R = Y. 
La.. Pr. Nd. Dy and Er). However, one should notice that the Er ion frequently has a peculiar 
CEF-levell  scheme [6.12]. Many authors have reported different results for the magnetic 
orderingg of the Er sublattice [6.7, 6.91. In order to understand the magnetic interactions and/or 
thee CEF splitting in ErMn4Al x, we have also investigated the temperature dependence of the 
specificc heat in various magnetic fields. 

Results s 

AA plot of the temperature dependence of the specific heat of YMn4AL is displayed in Fig. 

6.8a.. These data and also the data obtained for LaMn4Al*  are compared in Fig. 6.8b. Both data 

havee been fitted with a curve calculated by using the Debye function in Eq. 2.1. By fitting the 

experimentall  data over the whole temperature range, we derived the 9D values for LaMn4Al* 

andd YMn4Al* , to be equal to 375 K and 402 K, respectively. From plots of C/T versus T: of 

thee low-temperature data (see inset of Fig. 6.8b), we have determined y for LaMn4Al*  and 

YMn4AlKK to be equal to 265 mJ/molt U.K
2 and 83 mJ/molt.u.K

2. respectively. Because Y and 
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Mnn are non-magnetic, the data of YMn4Al x can be taken to represent the lattice contribution 

too the specific heat. In order to obtain the magnetic contribution CM to the specific heat for the 

RMn4Al xx compounds with R = Pr. Nd. Dy. and Er. we have first corrected the YMn4Af s data 

forr the R-mass difference and subsequently subtracted them from the data of the RMn4Al x 

compounds. . 
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Figuree 6.8. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT", of YMn4A18. The solid curve 

representss a fit to the data points made on the basis of Eq. 2.2 and (b) Temperature dependence ol'C/T 

off  LaMruAlg and YMr^Alg. The inset shows plots of C/T versus T: for both compounds. 

AA plot of the temperature dependence of CM/T of PrMn4Al s is shown in Fig. 6.9a. The 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat exhibits a sharp peak at 14 K. which appears to be 

almostt triangular, differing from a A-type of anomaly in the C\,/T curve, and which falls off 

veryy slowly at the high-temperature side of the peak. In the same figure, we also show the 
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temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy. The plotted magnetic-entropy values have to 

bee regarded with some reservation because the magnetic-entropy contribution from the low-

temperaturee part, falling outside our measuring range, may not be negligible. This means that 

thee actual magnetic-entropy values may be slightly higher than those plotted. 

T(K ) ) 

Figuree 6.9a Temperature dependence of CM/T o\' PrMn4Al s (left scale). The solid curve represents the 
temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Thee temperature dependence of CM/T obtained for NdMn4Alx in a similar way is shown in 

Fig.. 6.9b. The value of C\i/T rises sharply with decreasing temperature at the lowest 

temperaturess and evidently continues to do so at 1.5 K. being the lowest measuring 

temperature.. This means that any magnetic-ordering temperature and the associated A-type of 

anomalyy fall outside the present measuring range. It is also seen in Fig. 6.9b that there is a 

welll  developed Schottky-type maximum at about 38 K. From the magnetic contribution to the 

specificc heat we have calculated the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy which 

hass also been plotted in Fig. 6.9b. Because the contributions from the low-temperature part are 

nott negligible, the actual magnetic entropy values are likely to be slightly higher than those 

plotted. . 

Thee results for DyMn4Als are shown in Fig. 6.9c. The general behaviour of this compound 

iss very similar to that of NdMn4Al x. If there is any magnetic ordering, it does not occur above 

1.55 K. The Schottky-type of anomaly is centred around 35 K. being only slightly lower than 

inn NdMn4Al x. The temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy has also been plotted in 

Fig.. 6.9c. The magnetic entropy is seen to level off at about 120 K. 
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Figuree 6.9b Temperature dependence of CM/T of NdMn4Al x (left scale). The solid curve represents 

thee temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 
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Figuree 6.9e Temperature dependence of C\,/T of DyMn4AI,, (left scale). The solid curve represents 

thee temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 
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T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.10. Temperature dependence of CM/T of ErMn4AI,s (left scale). The solid curve represents 
thee temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). The inset shows C/T for the lowest-
temperaturee region. 

Specific-heatt data in the form of a CM/T plot are shown for ErMn4Al x in Fig. 6.10 where 

CMM is the magnetic specific heat of ErMn4Aln obtained by subtracting the estimated non-

magneticc contribution (YMn4Al x) from the observed specific heat. This compound was 

measuredd down to 0.5 K. In the temperature region below about 2 K. the CM/T curve strongly 

risess with decreasing temperature but no peak indicative of magnetic ordering is observed. If 

present,, it would be below 500mK. A shoulder is visible in the C\i/T curve at about 8 K, 

probablyy representing a Schottky-type of anomaly. The magnetic entropy has been calculated 

underr the assumption that the magnetic-entropy contributions below 0.5 K are negligible. The 

actuall  magnetic-entropy values may therefore be slightly higher than those plotted in 

Fig.. 6.10. In order to obtain a better understanding of the magnetic interactions and/or the 

CEFF splitting in this interesting class of materials, we have investigated the temperature 

dependencee of the specific heat under various applied magnetic fields. The temperature 

dependencee of CM/T obtained for ErMn4Al x in zero field and in magnetic fields of 1. 2. 3. 4 

andd 12 T is shown in Fig. 6.11. Application of magnetic field strongly changes the 
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temperaturee dependence of CM/T. A low-temperature maximum appears, which becomes 

broaderr and shifts towards higher temperature with increasing magnetic field. 
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Figuree 6.11. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of ErMn4Ak in zero field and in magnetic-

fieldss of 1. 2. 3. 4 and 12 T. The inset shows the field dependence of the temperatures at which 

maximaa are observed in the CM/T curves. 

Discussion n 

Thee magnetic entropy of PrMn4Al x (Fig. 6.9a) is seen to become almost temperature 

independentt near 150 K with a value SN1/R = 2.1. This value is very close to 

SSMM/R/R = In (2J+I) =2.19 expected for Pr3+ with J = 4. Evidently, close to 150 K the thermal 

populationn of the CEF-split states is almost complete, suggesting an overall CEF splitting of 

thee order of 150 K. The magnetic entropy at the magnetic-ordering temperature is equal to 

SM== 0.7 R. This value is close to Rln2. suggesting that a low-lying magnetic doublet is 

involvedd in the magnetic ordering. Our value of the magnetic-ordering temperature (14 K) is 

slightlyy higher than the value 1 I K derived from magnetic measurements by Felner and 

Nowikk [6.7]. 

Ass in the case for PrMn4Al s. the thermal population of the CEF states in NdMn4Al s seems 

too be fairly complete, suggesting an overall CEF splitting not much in excess of 200 K. It can 

bee seen in Fig. 6.9b that the magnetic entropy becomes less temperature dependent above 
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aboutt 150 K. At 200 K. the magnetic entropy reaches a value SM/R = 2.5. which is close to the 

valuee SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.30 expected for N d" with J = 9/2. Our data do not support the 

occurrencee of magnetic ordering at 7 K, as reported in ref. [6.7]. 

Ass in the previous two cases, the actual magnetic entropy values of DyMn4Al *  may be 

slightlyy higher (Fig. 6.9c) due to the neglect of the low-temperature contribution. Our specific-

heatt data do not support the occurrence of a Néel-type of transition at 19 K as reported in 

ref.. 6.7. At 200 K, the magnetic entropy is seen to reach a value Syi/R = 2.9, which is close to 

thee value SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.77 expected for D y u with J = 15/2. 

Tablee 6.1. Magnetic-ordering temperatures T„riict and values of SM/R at 200 K derived from specific-
heatt measurements on RMn4AlK compounds. 

RMn4Alxx Torder SM/R ln(2J+l) 

(( K ) (at 200 K) 

RR = Pr 14 ZA 2.20 

RR = Nd <1.7 2.5 2.30 

RR = Dy < 1.7 2.9 2.77 

RR = Er <0.5 2.3 2.77 

Itt is seen that for ErMn4Als (Fig. 6.10), the magnetic entropy becomes almost temperature 

independentt above about 50 K. Above 150 K it slightly increases again, reaching the value 

SM/RR - 2.3 at 200 K. This value is somewhat lower than the value SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.77 

expectedd for Er+ with J = 15/2. Our magnetic-entropy data of ErMn4Alx (Fig. 6.10) do not 

supportt the occurrence of magnetic ordering at 15 K, as reported in ref. 6.7. 

Wee have shown that magnetic ordering in PrM^Al*  occurs at about 14 K. This high 

orderingg temperature is very surprising in these materials since Pr is very likely associated 

withh a non-magnetic singlet ground state, as is frequently observed for Pr compounds. In the 

otherr RMn4Alx compounds with a magnetic R component, magnetic ordering, if any, occurs 

forr much lower temperatures, e.g. below 1.7 K in NdMn4Alx and DyMn4Al K. and even below 

0.55 K in ErMn4Al x. The values of the magnetic entropy reached at 200 K are compared in 

Tablee 6.1 with the corresponding values of Rln(2J+l). A substantial error may be involved in 

thee experimental entropy values. These values are obtained by integration of C\i/T over the 

measuredd T interval and hence depend strongly on the question in how far the YMn4Al *  data 

cann be regarded as representative for the temperature-dependent non-magnetic or lattice 

contribution.. The fact that we find saturation of SM at higher temperatures gives some 

confidencee that the subtraction procedure is adequate. We also mentioned that the magnetic 

entropyy values may be underestimated because of the neglect of the low-temperature 

contribution.. Nevertheless, a comparison of the experimental and calculated entropy values 

listedd in the table shows that deviations of the former from the latter are small. One may 

thereforee conclude from these results that the overall-CEF splitting in the RMn4Al H 

compoundss is fairly small, of the order of 200 K or even smaller. This is in satisfactory 
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agreementt with results of INS experiments, which showed that in ErMn4Al s the overall-CEF 

splittingg is around 12 meV or 140 K. 

Inn the inset of Fig. 6.II. we show the field dependence of the temperature of the 

maximumm Tmav of ErMn4Al s as a function of the magnetic field. Tm.ix shifts linearly w ith field. 

AA solid line passes through the data points, with a slope of 0.79 K/T. If the Tnm curve is linear 

downn to zero field, the Tm;iV line has an intercept with the vertical axis at finite T - 0.5 K. In 

thiss case, there would be a peak, with Tmax at 0.5 K. An explanation may be that the lowest 

CEF-splitt state is an isolated doublet, the peak being attributed to a Schottky anomaly. The 

CEFF in ErMn4Alshas earlier been studied by INS experiments [6.15]. These experiments have 

ledd to a level scheme that does not agree completely with the present specific-heat data. The 

applicationn of an external magnetic field wil l lif t the degeneracy of the CEF-split states and, 

forr an isolated-doublet ground state, one expects a Schottky-type of anomaly at a temperature 

T,1K1\\ that increases proportional to the magnetic splitting of this ground-state doublet. The 

latterr splitting is given by 

Al-jj = 2g, < J / > u B B . (6.1) 

Iff  one assumes that the Schottky peak in this two-level system occurs at a temperature of 

aboutt one third of the level splitting, one finds 

T m a, =24 -^—g,<J />H„BB (6.2a) 
33 kH 

or r 

— ^ ^^ = 0.537<J7 >. (6.2b) 
dBB ' 

wheree gj = 6/5 for Er. Experimentally, apart from a small intercept with the Tm;ix axis, which is 

dT T 
nott vet understood, such a linear relationship is observed. However, the value of —. " — 

dd B 

amountss to 0.79 K / T . which means that the ground-state doublet is strongly dominated by a 

II  J, > doublet. 

Finally,, we wish to comment on the fairly high values found above for the coefficient of 

thee electronic specific heat o\' LaMn4Alx and YMn4Als. In the isotopic compound YC^AI* . 

wee found a y value of only 20 mJ/molr.u.K"" (see Section 6.6). The much higher values in the 

Mnn compounds can be taken as indicating a high density of states at EF. which may be. 

attributedd to Mn 3d electrons. A similarly high value was found for YFe4AI*  (60 mJ/mol, u K~) 
wheree the partially depleted Fe-3d contributes to the density of states at Er (see Section 6.5). 
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6.5.. RFe4Als compounds 

Thee stoichiometric compounds of composition RFe4Al,x exhibit interesting magnetic 
propertiess of which the interpretation has remained controversial. For the stoichiometric 
RFejAI**  compounds, the Fe atoms ideally occupy only the 8f positions and in this case the R 
atomss are at the centres of a tetragonal prism formed by the Fe atoms (see Fig. 6.1). With 
increasingg Fe content, the Fe atoms occupy also the 8i and 8j positions, mixing with the A! 
atoms.. The compounds with high Fe-content are ferromagnetic (F), but the ground state of the 
RFe4Alxx compounds cannot be easily determined from measurements of their bulk properties. 
Althoughh a number of techniques has been used to study these materials, a very confusing and 
sometimess contradictory picture of the magnetic properties emerges from the published 
literaturee [6.17]. 

Inn the first study of the magnetic properties of RFe4Als compounds. Buschow and Van der 
Kraann [6.13| report bulk-magnetization and Mossbauer measurements for a number of 
compoundss in this family. In the curves of susceptibility versus temperature, a maximum is 
observedd for all compounds in the temperature range 100 < T < 200 K. which was interpreted 
ass the onset of antiferromagnetie (AF) ordering of the Fe sublattice. Although primarily of an 
AFF nature, the Fe-Fe interactions and the concomitant magnetic structures are complex. In the 
casee of the R = Y, La. Ce, Lu and Th compounds, there is no ordered moment on the R atom 
andd no further anomalies in the susceptibility are observed at low temperature [6.10, 6.18]. 
Forr the other compounds it was deduced, on the basis of susceptibility and magnetization 
data,, that the R moments order at low temperature (T < 35 K). For many compounds, the low-
temperaturee susceptibility is strongly dependent on the field and on the annealing treatment 
duringg sample preparation. These effects were attributed to partial disorder of the Fe and Al 
atoms.. From the ^ Fe-Mössbauer measurements [6.13]. the ordering temperatures of the Fe 
sublatticee are found in the range 135 < T\ < 200 K for all compounds in this series. This has 
consequencess for the R-Fe interactions and the resulting molecular field experienced by the R 
moments.. Because of the weakness of the R-R interaction, it leads to an equally complex 
orderingg of the R moments which is not easily accessible from experiments. Long-range 
orderingg of the R moments occurs at a much lower temperature, below 35 K. but the nature of 
thee magnetic ordering of the R moments is still unclear. The reason why the R moments order 
att such low temperatures, despite of an R-Fe interaction strength estimated to be roughly half 
off  the interaction between the Fe moments [6.13]. was thought to be that any simple AF 
arrangementt of the Fe moments gives zero molecular field at the R site. Because of the 
symmetricall  arrangement of the 8 Fe atoms surrounding the R atom their individual 
contributionss cancel. The direct R-R interaction is negligible, as shown by the isostructural 
compoundss containing Mn atoms carrying no moment, which are paramagnetic (P) down to 
veryy low temperature (see Section 6.4). In order to obtain additional experimental information 
aboutt the magnetic-ordering processes in this class of magnetic materials, we have performed 
specific-heatt and magnetization measurements on several of the RFe4AL compounds (R = Pr. 
Nd.. Tb. Dv. Ho. Er. andTm). 
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Figuree 6.12. (a) Temperature dependence of CfT of PrFe4Al s and YFe4Al s. (b) Temperature 

dependencee of CM/T and SM/R of PrFe4Al8. 

Results s 

Thee temperature dependence of the specific heat. CfT. of PrFe4Al N and YFe4Als are 

displayedd in Fig. 6.12a. Apart from the lattice contribution, the specific heat of the various 

RFe4Alxx compounds contains also magnetic contributions of the R sublattice and the Fe 

sublattice.. These are not easily separated. In the following, we wil l therefore proceed as 

follows.. Because Y is non-magnetic, the data of YFe4Al s may be used as an estimate of the 

latticee contribution and the magnetic contribution of the Fe sublattice to the specific heat. 

Fromm a plot of C/T versus T2 of the low-temperature data, we have determined the electronic-

specific-heatt coefficient y to be equal to 60 mJ/molf.u.K
2. By fitting the specific-heat curve 

overr the whole temperature range considered, we derived 0D = 429 K. In order to obtain the 

magneticc contribution CM to the specific heat for the RFe4Al x compounds with R = Pr. Nd. 

Tb.. Dy. Ho. Er. and Tm. we have first corrected the YFe4Al x data for the R-mass difference 

andd subsequently subtracted them from the data of the mentioned RFe4Al x. This procedure is 

notnot entirely justified because it assumes that the magnetic contribution of the Fe sublattice to 

thee specific heat is the same in YFe4Als and in the compounds with R = Pr. Nd. Tb. Dy. Ho. 

Er.. and Tm. From results of neutron-diffraction (ND) experiments [6.10. 6.18]. we know that 

thiss is not the case and that the magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice in all these compounds 
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mayy show subtle differences. In principle, this mas introduce considerable errors in the 

temperaturee dependencies of the magnetic contribution of the R component when obtained in 

thiss way, which we wil l discuss later. 

AA plot of the temperature dependence of CN1/T of PrFe4Al s is shown in Fig. 6.12b. The 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat is seen to exhibit a sharp peak at 11.3 K. 

reminiscentt of a A-type of anomaly. On the high-temperature side of the sharp peak, there are 

twoo smaller but much broader peaks at 35 K and 75 K. These are most likely Schottky-type of 

peaks,, but it is also possible that these peaks mark changes in the magnetic ordering of the Pr 

sublatticee induced by the R-Fe interaction. 

Inspectionn of the C/T versus T of NdFe4Al s is shown in Fig. 6.13a. A small anomaly at 

aboutt 20 K is observed. In the same manner as used for PrFe4Al 8, we derived the magnetic 

contributionn of the Nd sublattice using the specific-heat data of YFe4Al* . The corresponding 

C\i/TT curve is shown in Fig. 6.13b. There is a broad peak centred at 35 K. A small shoulder is 

visiblee on the low-temperature side of the peak. The shoulder on the high-temperature side at 

aboutt 140 K is more pronounced. We are not able to offer any explanation of the various 

featuress for the CM/T curve shown for this compound in Fig. 6.13b. 

00 50 100 150 200 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.13. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of NdFe4Alx and YFe4AI„ . 

(b)) Temperature dependence of CM/T and SM/R of NdFe4Al s. 
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Figuree 6.14. (a) Temperature dependence of CfY of TbFe4Al x. (b) Temperature dependence of CM/T 

andSM/RofTbFe4Al8. . 
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Figuree 6.15. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of TbFe4Al8 obtained on samples cooled 

too 4.2 K in fields of 0.05 and 1 T. The measurements were made upon heating using the same field 

strengthss as during the field coolin». 
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Inn TbFe4Al .̂ Fe orders at 165 K according to ref. 6.21 and at 126 K or 136 K according 

too ret'. 6.13 and ref. 6.17. respectively (see Table 6.2). The differences in the ordering 

temperaturess are most likely related to different methods of preparation and detection. The 

Tb-momentt ordering was suggested to occur at much lower temperatures [6.13]. In Fig. 6.14a. 

thee corresponding C/T curve is shown where magnetic ordering is observed at 23 K. The 

correspondingg Cyi/T curve is shown in Fig. 6.14b. There is a very sharp peak at the lowest 

temperaturee extending mainly into the low-temperature region outside our measuring range. 

AA broader peak is centred at 23 K. 

TbFe4AI8 8 

B ( T ) ) 

Figuree 6.16. Field dependence of the magnetization of TbFe.jAls at various temperatures, measured 

withh increasing field and subsequently with decreasing field. 

Inn a preliminary ND study of TbFe4Als |6.18], a two-type of magnetic ordering was 

reported.. In the high-temperature region (30-160 K). the ordering is restricted to a collinear 

AFF arrangement of the Fe moments which is followed by F ordering of the Tb moments in the 

low-temperaturee region, below about 30 K |6.19]. Although it was derived from Fe-

Mössbauerr spectroscopy on TbFe4Alx that magnetic ordering occurs already at 165 K [6.13]. 

wee did not observe any anomaly at this temperature in the temperature dependence of the 

magnetization,, which we measured in a SQUID magnetometer. The values of the 

magnetizationn remain low at all temperatures down to about 100 K. Below this temperature, 

thee magnetization behaviour is strongly governed by hysteretic effects and meaningful 

magnetizationn data can be obtained only on field-cooled samples. Results of measurements 

madee on samples cooled to 4.2 K in a field of 0.05 and 1 T are shown in Fig. 6.15. The 
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measurementss were made upon heating using the same field strengths as applied in the field 

cooling.. There is an increase of the magnetization below about 25 K. reminiscent of F 

ordering.. The field dependence of the magnetisation, measured first with increasing field 

strengthh and subsequently with decreasing field strength, is shown for various temperatures in 

Fig.. 6.16. The data at 150 K are reminiscent of an AF material. At lower temperatures, there is 

alsoo a F contribution. Remanence and hysteresis are seen to become the stronger the lower the 

temperature.. The temperature dependence of the reciprocal susceptibility (% is defined here as 

M/H)) is shown for two applied field strengths in Fig. 6.17. Curie-Weiss behaviour is followed 

onlyy for the data obtained with the higher field strength above about 150 K, the slope of x 

(T)) above this temperature being determined by the effective moments of Tb and Fe. 
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Figuree 6.17. Temperature dependence of the reciprocal susceptibility (x"' is defined here as H/M) of 

TbFe4Al ss measured in two different applied fields. 

Thee specific-heat data obtained for DyFe4Al s are shown in Fig. 6.18a with the 

correspondingg magnetic contribution of the Dy sublattice shown in Fig. 6.18b. The latter 

consistss of a broad peak at about 30 K. which is higher than the ordering temperature of 25 K 

reportedd for the Dy sublattice on the basis of ND measurements [6.20]. On the low-

temperaturee side of the peak there is a fairly sharp peak at 9 K. indicative of a further 

magnetic-orderingg temperature. 

Inn the temperature regime below 50 K. HoFe4Al x shows some type of anomaly at about 

100 K, see Fig. 6.19a. This anomaly corresponds to the sharp peak observed at this temperature 

inn the temperature dependence of the ac-susceptibility by Talik et al [6.21]. Following the 
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samee procedure as for the four compounds mentioned above, we have used the specific-heat 

dataa of YFe4Als to obtain the magnetic contribution of the Ho sublattice. The corresponding 

CM/TT curve is shown in Fig. 6.19b. There is a very-sharp increase of C/T below 2 K. 

extendingg into the low-temperature region outside our measuring range. This strong rise of the 

specificc heat is attributed to a nuclear contribution of Ho and is left out of consideration here. 

AA broad Schottky-type of peak is centred at 25 K. 

00 50 100 150 200 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.18. (a) Temperature dependence of CAT of DyFe4AlK and YFe4Al x. (b) Temperature 

dependencee of CM/T and SM/R for DyFe4Al«. 

Thee specific-heat measurements made on ErFe4Ak and YFe4AU and several other 

RFe4Al«« compounds have shown that there is hardly any anomaly in the specific-heat curve of 

thesee compounds at the Fe-ordering temperatures in the 100-200 K range. Inspection of the 

resultss displayed in Fig. 6.20a shows that there is a small anomaly in the specific-heat curve of 

ErFe4Al«« at the Fe-ordering temperatures reported for this compound. In addition, we found 

thatt there is a very pronounced low-temperature anomaly in the temperature dependence of 

thee specific heat of ErFe4Al s (Fig. 6.20a). This anomaly occurs in the form of a sharp peak at 

5.55 K and likely has to be associated with a magnetic-ordering temperature in which also the 
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Err moments participate. In fact, the sharpness of this transition suggests that the ordering of 

thee Er moments at 5.5 K proceeds independently from the Fe sublattice. Therefore, it seems 

reasonablee to determine the magnetic contribution of the Er sublattice by subtracting from the 

ErFe4Al ss data the specific-heat contributions of YFe4Al x. the latter representing both the 

phononn contribution and the magnetic contribution of the Fe sublattice to the specific heat. 

Thee temperature dependence of the Er-sublattice contribution to the specific heat obtained in 

thiss way is shown in Fig. 6.20b. These data have been used, in turn, to obtain the temperature 

dependencee of SM/R, where SM is the magnetic entropy of the Er sublattice. The temperature 

dependencee of SM/R is also shown in Fig. 6.20b. 

00 50 100 150 200 
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Figuree 6.19. (a) Temperature dependence of CfT of HoFe4Ak and YFe4Al8. (b) Temperature 
dependencee of CM/T and SM/R for HoFe4Al s. 
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Figuree 6.20. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT, of ErFe4Al x. (b) Temperature 

dependencee of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, CM/T, of ErFe4Al s (left scale). The solid 

curvee represents the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy. SM/R (right scale). 

Thee specific-heat data of TmFe4Al« and YFe4Al 8 are shown in Fig. 6.21a. with the 

correspondingg CM/T curve representing the magnetic Tm-sublattice contribution displayed in 

Fig.. 6.21b. It is interesting to note that the latter curve bears roughly the same features as the 

CM/TT curve shown in Fig. 6.19b for the magnetic Ho-sublattice contribution in HoFe4Als. 

Alsoo in TmFe4Alx the sharp peak falls partially outside our measuring range. The broad 

Schottky-typee of peak occurs at 35 K, slightly higher than in HoFe4Al x. 
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Figuree 6.21. (a) Temperature dependence of C/T of TmFe4Al8 and YFc4Alx. (b) Temperature 
dependencee of CM/T and SM/R for TmFe4AI8. 

Finally,, we compare in Fig. 6.22 the CM/T curves of two RFe4Al x compounds in which the 

RR component is non-magnetic. In both compounds it was shown by ND [6.10] and by 
57Fe-Mössbauerr spectroscopy [6.13] that the Fe sublatticc orders magnetically at temperatures 

welll  below 200 K. The magnetic structure of YFe4Al« is of the cycloidal type, whereas a 

double-conee structure occurs in CcFe4Al x. In both compounds, no indication of the magnetic-

orderingg of the Fe sublattice is found in the specific-heat data. 
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figuree 6.22. Temperature dependence of CAT of CeFe4Alg and YFe4Al s. 

Discussion n 

Previouss studies of YFe4Al 8 made by means of ND [6.18] and "7Fe-Mössbauer 

spectroscopyy [6.13] have shown that the Fe atoms are magnetic and give rise to complex AF 

orderingg at about 185 K. In view of these results, it is surprising that the magnetic-ordering 

temperaturee does not show up as an anomaly in the specific-heat curve. Previous studies of the 

magneticc properties of other RFe4Al N compounds by a variety of different authors have shown 

thatt the Fe sublattice becomes magnetically ordered at some temperature above 100 K (see 

Tablee 6.2). 

Noww we return to the C/T results of ErFe4Al (S shown in Fig. 6.20a. Our interpretation of 

thee low-temperature peak in the temperature dependence of C/T in ErFe4AU as being due to 

magneticc ordering of the Er sublattice is in agreement with results obtained by R-Mossbauer 

spectroscopyy on several of the RFe4Al s compounds [6.22]. From the temperature dependence 

off  the quadrupole splitting of the Tm spectra of TmFe4Al x and the temperature dependence 

off  the Zeeman splitting of the 16lDy spectra of DyFe4Al x. experimental information was 

obtainedd on the molecular field experienced by the corresponding R moments. By using a 

molecular-fieldd approach, these values have subsequently been used to obtain an estimate of 

thee magnetic-ordering temperatures of the corresponding R sublattices. leading to values of 

22 K for TmFe4AU and 43 K for DyFe4Al v A much lower magnetic-ordering temperature for 

thee Dy sublattice (25 K) was reported in a recent ND study of DyFe4Al s [6.20). The value of 

thee Er-ordering temperature of 5.5 K obtained in the course of the present investigation of 
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ErFe4Al ss nicely fits into this sequence. It is interesting to note, though, that the ordering 

temperaturee of 5.5 K for ErFe4Al N is very close to the value of 5.2 K found for ErCu4Al *  (see 

Sectionn 6.6). a compound in which any other type of magnetic coupling between the R 

momentss is absent. 

Tablee 6.2. Magnetic-ordering temperatures T,r'k.r order derived from magnetic susceptibility X<T), 

Fe-Mossbauerr effect (ME) and resistance p(T) measurements on some RFe4Als compounds. 

RFe4Al, , 

RR = Pr 

RR = Nd 

R = Tb b 

RR = D\ 

RR = Ho 

RR = Y 

RR = Er 

Inn view of the fact that the Fe sublatticc orders already at about ISO K. it seems surprising 

thatt the Er sublattice becomes magnetically ordered at much lower temperatures (Fig. 6.20a). 

Inn the crystal structure of the ErFe4Ak compound, the Er atoms reside in the centre of 

tetragonall  prisms formed by the Fe atoms. Details regarding the magnetic ordering of the Fe 

sublatticess in RFe4Al *  compounds can be found in a recent ND study of several RFe4Al* 

compoundss [6.10] in which R is non-magnetic (R = La, Ce, Y and Lu). This study has 

confirmedd that the Fe-sublattice orders AF at fairly high temperatures, but it has also shown 

thatt the magnetic ordering of the Fe moments is far from simple. The prevailing 

antiferromagnetismm of the Fe sublattice is the reason why the molecular field due to the Fe 

momentss at the R sites vanishes in this crystal structure or. at best, is only fairly weak. 

Fromm the CM/T curves, by integration over the temperature, we have obtained the 

temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy SM associated with the R sublattice in the 

variouss compounds. Plots of the temperature dependence of SM/R are shown together with the 

correspondingg CM/T curves in Figs. 6.12b. 6.13b. 6.14b, 6.18b. 6.19b. Fig. 6.20b and 6.21 b. R 
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representingg the gas constant. We mentioned already that a considerable error might be 
introducedd in the CM/T curves because the YFe4Al*  data used for obtaining these curves may 
nott reflect the actual magnetic state of the Fe sublattice in all these compounds. When 
comparingg the ND results reported for various RFe4Alx compounds, one finds that the Fe 
sublatticee orders with different types of spiral structures in these materials [6.10, 6.13. 6.18. 
6.26].. The magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice occurs already at fairly high temperatures, 
higherr than 150 K. At lower temperatures, the spiral structures give rise to magnetic phase 
transitions,, even if the R component is non-magnetic [6,10J. We mentioned already in 
connectionn with the specific-heat data shown in Fig. 6.22 that there is hardly any indication of 
magneticc ordering in the specific-heat data of RFe4AlK compounds in which the R component 
iss non-magnetic. This fact and the close resemblance of the two curves shown in Fig. 6.22 has 
ledd us to use the YFe4Al>< data as representing the Fe-sublattice contribution in the various 
compounds.. At the same time, the difference between the two curves shown in Fig. 6.22 can 
bee taken as a rough estimate of the size of possible errors introduced in the procedure 
followedd in the previous section. 

Thee CEF splitting in ErFe4Al*  has been studied earlier by INS experiment [6.12], These 
experimentss have been interpreted by means of a level scheme in which the ground state is a 
doublet.. The first-excited level, lying at about 10 K above the ground state, is also a doublet 
dominatedd by the I i, =  9/2 > wave function. The overall CEF splitting is about 130 K. The 
magneticc ordering at about 5.5 K is therefore expected to involve mainly the ground-state 
doublet,, and the entropy reached at the magnetic-ordering temperature is expected to be equal 
too Rln2. This is in satisfactory agreement with the data shown in Fig. 6.20b. The shoulder on 
thee high-temperature side of the peak has probably to be associated with the thermal 
populationn of the first-excited doublet state at about 10 K mentioned above. Finally, at high 
temperatures,, the entropy is expected to reach its maximum value Rln(2J+l). For Er with 
JJ = 15/2, this maximum value corresponds to SM/R = In (16) - 2.77. This value is seen in 
Fig.. 6.20b to be almost reached at 100 K. 

Tablee 6.3. Magnetic ordering temperatures T,vr;k,r and values of SV1/R at 200 K derived from specific-
heatt measurements on some RFe4Alx compounds. 

RFe4Al K K 

RR = Pr 

RR = Nd 

RR = Tb 

RR = Dy 

RR = Ho 

RR = Er 

RR = Tm 

T, r t „ r r 

(( K ) 

l l l 
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5.3 3 

<< 1.5 

(at t 
SM/R R 

2000 K) 

2.1 1 

2.3 3 
2.4 4 

2.5 5 

2.S S 

2.7 7 

2.4 4 

ln(2J+l) ) 

2.20 0 

2.30 0 

2.56 6 

2.77 7 

2.S3 3 

2.77 7 

2.65 5 
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Wee have listed the values of the magnetic entropy SM/R reached at 200 K in Table 6.3. 

wheree they can be compared with the corresponding values of ln(2J+l). Values of Rln(2J+l) 

aree expected for the magnetic entropy of the R component in the P regime if the thermal 

populationn of the CEF-split states is complete. It can be seen in Table 6.3 that there is good 

agreementt between the experimental and calculated entropy values. This means that the 

overalll  CEF splitting in the RFe4Al N compounds is less than 200 K. The observation that 

severall  of the entropy curves become almost temperature independent at much lower 

temperaturess already suggests that the overall CEF splitting is substantially lower than 200 K. 

Thiss is also in agreement with results of INS experiments which show that the overall CEF 

splittingg in ErFe4Al N is smaller than 150 K [6.12]. 

Tablee 6.4. Comparison of the second-order crystalline-electric-field (CEF) parameter A" in several 

ThMiii;-typee of compounds. A value averaged over several R components has been listed for RFe4Al,s 

andd RMn4AlN: R represents Dy and Gd for the first and second compound, respectively. 

Compoundd ŷ '1 (K/an
:) Reference 

RFeiTfTT '~~ -32 6.27 

RCo,,Tii  +80 6.2K 

RFe4Al«« +255 6.12 

RMn4AINN -175 6.12 

Concluding,, the present specific-heat data are in concord with the CEF-level scheme 

derivedd previously on the basis of INS |6.12]. The original aim of the latter investigation was 

too derive reliable values of CEF parameters by means of which a realistic description could be 

givenn of the CEF induced anisotropy in permanent-magnet materials of the type RFe^.^lVE. 

Thee A" parameter is commonly considered as the leading quantity in descriptions of the CEF-

tnducedd anisotropy. Experimental values for several of the RFem.M, compounds are 

comparedd in Table 6.4. Unlike the R:Fe14B and R:Coi4B compounds, where A" changes only 

slightlyy when going from Fe to Co. one finds that this quantity depends very strongly on the 

T-metall  component in the RFe^.^Mx-type materials. This strongly hampers a priory prediction 

off  the CEF-induced anisotropy when substituting other elements for Fe in these materials. 
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6.6.. RCu4AI 8 compounds 

Neutron-diffractionn (ND) measurements on RCu4Al s have shown the existence of 

collinearr and helical magnetic order at low temperatures in compounds with R = Tb. Dy. Ho 

andd Er [6.29]. The bulk magnetic data [6.7] for compounds of the type RCu4Al 8 indicate that 

thesee are antiferromagnets (AF). The correlation between the Néel temperature and the De 

Genness factor ( g - 1/ j ( j + l ) is high for the heavy-R elements whilst for the light-R elements, 

thee crystalhne-electric-field (CEF) interaction appears to enhance TN. A collinear magnetic 

structuree is most likely stabilized by AF nearest-neighbour interactions while a helical 

magneticc structure is stabilized by a competition between long-range exchange interactions 

[6.9].. Modulated structures are, however, generally stabilized by the CEF interaction. The 

CEFF interactions for compounds in the RCu4Al8 series are known from inelastic-neutron-

scatteringg (INS) measurements [6.12]. The Néel temperatures of the RCu4Al x compounds are 

collectedd in Fig. 6.2a. In the present investigation we report on specific-heat measurements 

performedd in zero magnetic field on the RCu4Al 8 compounds with R = Ce, Er and Y in the 

temperaturee range 1.5 K-200 K. Calculations were performed to evaluate the influence of the 

tetragonall  CEF and exchange interactions in ErCu4Al 8 on the ground-state splitting of the 

I15/22 multiplet of the E r+ ion. The CEF splitting used in the calculations was based on the 

resultss of the INS experiments made in the paramagnetic (P) phase of ErCu4Al« [6.12]. 

200 0 

Figuree 6.23. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CfT. of CeCu4Al8. 
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Results s 

Figuree 6.23. shows the temperature dependence of C/T for CeCu4Als. A sharp A-type of 

anomalyy is found at 4.8 K. with a large C/T value of about 0.2 J/molf.u.K just above the 

anomalyy and about 0.1 J/molf.u.K at T —> 0. The origin of this anomaly is not a priori clear. 

00 50 100 150 200 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.24. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of ErCu4Al s and YCu4Al x. (b) 

Temperaturee dependence of the specific heat. C. of YCu4Al8. The thin solid curve represents a fit to 

thee data points made on the basis of Eq. 2.1. (c) Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution 

too the specific heat. CM/T. of ErCu4Alg (left scale). The solid curve represents the temperature 

dependencee of the magnetic entropy. SM/R (right scale). 

Plotss of the temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. versus T of ErCu4A]« and 

YCu4Al«« in zero magnetic field are shown in Fig. 6.24a. The data for ErCu4Al s are 

characterisedd by a shatp anomaly at 5.2 K. This anomaly is attributed to AF ordering. As seen 

inn Fig. 6.24b. no peak is observable in the same temperature range for YCu4Al s. The specific-
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heatt data of the latter compound have been analyzed by using Eq. 2.1. From a plot of C/T 

versuss T" of the low-temperature data, we have determined y to be equal to 20 mJ/molf.u.K". 

Byy fitting the specific-heat curve over the whole temperature range considered, we derived 

9 D== 375 K. The experimental data and the calculated curve are compared in Fig. 6.24b. It 

shouldd be noted that the two curves coincide in the whole temperature range. The YCU4AE 

dataa were subsequently used to separate the magnetic contribution to the specific heat of the 

Err sublattice. In Fig. 6.24c, we have plotted the temperature dependence of CM/T, where CM is 

thee magnetic specific heat of ErCu4Al x, obtained by subtracting the non-magnetic part from 

thee observed specific heat. These data have been used, in turn, to obtain the temperature 

dependencee of SM/R, where Syi is the magnetic entropy. The temperature dependence of SM/R 

iss also shown in Fig. 6.24c. 

Discuss ion n 

Returningg to the temperature dependence of the specific heat of CeCu4AIx shown in 

Fig.. 6.23. the sharp )i-type of anomaly at 4.8 K may be associated with the occurrence of AF 

orderingg in CeCu4AE. The X-type of anomaly of the specific heat, coinciding with an anomaly 

off  the electrical resistivity reported by Ido et al. [6.11J which indicates an occurrence of the 

AFF ordering at 5.8 K. A single peak in CAT versus T at about Tmax - 0.4 K has been observed 

inn CeCu^Sii and CeAE [6.30]. In such systems with strong electron-electron correlations, y 

cann be of the order of, or even exceed, 1 J/molt U.K" (CeC^Sii: y ~ 1 J/molf.u.K~ and CeAE: 

y~~ 1.6 J/molt.UK") . This particular y behaviour has been explained by assuming that the HF 

densityy of states (DOS) exhibits fine structure near the Fermi energy on an energy scale 

kiiTmaxx [6.30]. Following the arguments given in refs. 6.30, 6.31, a possible explanation of the 

sharpp /^-type of anomaly, which results for CeC^AE invokes again a large peak in the DOS 

nearr EF-, with a pseudo-gap on top of it. but with the exact location of the Fermi level on the 

low-energyy side of the peak, rather than within this gap. It should be noted that CeCu4AE is an 

incongruentlyy melting phase. So we think that a proper heat treatment is necessary to obtain a 

single-phasee sample of ThMni2-type CeC^AE. Very recently, Ido et al. [6.11] have reported 

onn the magnetic properties of this material and related Ce-compounds, prepared under various 

heatt treatments. They found that the specific heat of CeCu4AE is remarkably sample 

dependent.. The specific heat of CeCu4Al x annealed at 700° C (750° C) for one month shows a 

largee ^-type of anomaly at 5.8 K (4.3 K). 

Noww we turn to the specific heat of ErCu4AE. A Néel-type of transition at T\ = 6 K has 

beenn observed by magnetic measurements [6.7] and the AF nature of the magnetic ordering 

hass been confirmed by ND experiments performed by Baio et al. [6.9]. These authors suggest 

thatt this compound orders below 5.5 K with a simple collinear AF structure. The ordered 

momentt was shown to be directed along the c-axis with a value of about 6 ÜB at T = 0 clearly 

reducedd with respect to the free-ion value gjJ - 9 uB (gj = 6/5, J = 15/2), which is a definitive 

prooff  of the presence of CEF interaction. 
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Thee CEF splitting in ErC^Al*  has been studied earlier by INS experiment [6.12]. These 

experimentss have led to a level scheme in which the ground state is a doublet state, 

particularlyy rich in I J7 =  7/2 >. The first excited level, lying about 42 K above the ground 

state,, is a doublet dominated by the I J7 =  9/2 > wave function. The overall CEF splitting is 

3133 K. The magnetic-ordering temperature at 5.2 K as derived from specific heat involves 

thereforee mainly the isolated-ground-state doublet. The magnetic entropy reached at the 

magnetic-orderingg temperature is expected to be equal to Rln2, which is in satisfactory 

agreementt with the data shown in Fig. 6.24c. Furthermore, it can be seen that, in the P regime 

(Fig.. 6.24c). a small Schottky anomaly is found, leading to a shallow maximum in the 

specific-heatt curve at about 25 K. It is well known that such maxima are generally observed at 

temperaturess roughly halfway in temperature between the ground state and the first-excited 

state.. The specific-heat data are therefore in reasonable agreement with the level separation of 

422 K mentioned above. Finally, at high temperatures, the entropy is expected to reach its 

maximumm value Rln(2J+l). For Er with J = 15/2, this maximum value corresponds to 

SM/RR = In (16) = 2.77. This value is seen in Fig. 6.24c to be already reached at 100 K. We 

mentionedd already that the INS measurements had indicated an overall CEF splitting of 313 K 

andd from the corresponding level scheme, it can be derived that at 100 K only about half of 

thee levels wil l be populated. At first sight, this seems to be in conflict with the entropy data 

presentedd in Fig. 6.24c. However, one has to bear in mind that the magnetic contribution to 

thee specific heat of ErC^Al^ has been obtained by using the YCU4AIS data for estimating the 

phononn contribution. In view of the large difference in atomic mass between Er and Y, the 

phononn contribution based on the YC^Al s data very likely is underestimated. It means that 

thee magnetic contribution of ErCu4Alx is somewhat too large, in particular in the high-

temperaturee regime. This, in turn, leads to an overestimation of SM/R in the high-temperature 

partt and causes the apparent discrepancy with the INS data. 

Inn calculating the CEF contribution to the specific heat of ErC^Als, we used the values 

obtainedd by Caciuffo et al. [6.12] who determined a tentative set of CEF parameters to explain 

theirr INS results. Since Cu ions are non-magnetic, we have only to concentrate on the Er 

subsystemm of ErCu4Al« in the calculation of the magnetic specific heat. We used a mean-field 

approximationn (see Section 2.4) to rewrite the Hamiltonian for the system of N exchange-

coupledd Er + ions as a sum of N-single-ion Hamiltonians of the form: 

HH = HCEF + gK r j i B J .B^E r+EC 0 ( T. (6.3) 

Thiss Hamiltonian (see Section 2.4) operates in the 16-dimensional Hilbert space 

correspondingg to the energetically lowest lying J = 15/2 multiplet of the free Er + ion. In 

Eq.. 6.3, the molecular field B^ol
f:r is a function of the various magnetic moments HIE, that 

occurr in the Er subsystem of ErC^Al* . We know that below the Néel temperature T\ of 5.5 K 

[6.9],, ErCu4Al« is antiferromagnetically ordered. According to the reported magnetic structure 

thee Er subsystem of ErCu4Alx consists of two interpenetrating simple tetragonal Er sublattices. 
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Thee moments of two Er ions belonging to the same sublattice have the same direction, if the 

ionss belong to different sublattices they have opposite directions. In the absence of an applied 

magneticc field, in Eq. 6.3. the molecular field B^r
0l

Er is the same for two Er ions that belong to 

thee same sublattice whereas is has opposite sign for the ions belonging to the other sublattice. 

Denotingg the exchange parameter between moments of ions belonging to the same and 

differentt sublattices by n'^1
 F|. and nF;/_Hr, respectively, the molecular field in Eq. 6.3 is given 

by: : 

Bmn|K '' = K ' r - E r - " k'-Er > < m E r >, (6 .4) 

fromm which follows for Ea)r, in Eq. 6.3 

Ecorrr = T B *;,hr <mFr> - f (n 'p'.'.p,.- n F;LFr) <mEr>
2. (6.5) 

Inn the case of a CEF with tetragonal symmetry, the CEF Hamiltonian can be written as: 

HCEFF = B(lOll + B 1 ^ + B*;o^ + B^O^ + B ^ (6.6) 

wheree B"1 are the CEF parameters and O™ are the operator equivalents. In our further 

analysiss below, we used the CEF-parameter sets reported by Caciuffo et al. [6.12]: 

B(jj  =0.2x10"' meV, B^=0.2x l0~4 meV , 

B " = - 0 . 6 9 x l 0 "?? meV, B4 = -0 .3x10 "3 meV (6.7) 

andd B ^ = - 4 . 4 x 1 0 "sm e V. 

Thee magnetic specific heat CM can be calculated according to Eq. 2.24. At each 

temperature,, the 16 energy levels E, of a single Er ion, their occupation and hence the free 

energyy (see Eq. 2.24), are easily calculated by a self-consistent diagonalization of the 

Hamiltoniann in Eq. 6.3 above by taking the difference nEr_Fr- nF^Er as the only adjustable 

parameter,, where n Er':Er are the exchange parameters. 

Resultss of our calculations are shown in Fig. 6.25 where we also have plotted the 

temperaturee dependence of the experimental magnetic specific heat CM/T. It can be seen 

clearlyy that in the P regime (where < mEr > = -gFru.B < J > = 0 holds and by 

Eq.. 6.4: B ^ =0 ), a small Schottky type of anomaly is found leading to a shallow maximum 

att about 25 K. For the calculations, we varied the quantity n'E'r'_Er- nE
2
r!_Er until the maximum 

off  the main peak of the calculated curve coincided with the maximum of the experimental 

curve.. As can be seen in Fig. 6.25. the calculated magnetic contribution to the specific heat 
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(thee broken line) has a behaviour similar to the experimental one but the calculated Schottky 

maximumm is at a lower temperature than the maximum in the experimental specific-heat 

curve.. In Fig. 6.26. we show the scheme of 16 energy levels corresponding to each of the Er 

ionss in ErCu4Al !<. as it results from our calculations with the CEF Hamiltonian given by Eq. 

6.33 together with the energy values determined in the INS measurements [6.12]. The scheme 

onn the left shows a typical energy-level scheme at some temperature (T = 1 K) below the AF 

orderingg temperature (the levels are split by exchange interactions) whereas the scheme on the 

rightt shows the temperature-independent scheme above the AF-ordering temperature. 

O O 
E E 

O O 

ErCu4AI8 8 

—— n(1-' rï = 0.235(5)T Er-ion/u, 
Er-ErEr-Er r 

150 0 

Figuree 6.25. Experimental (isolated points) and calculated (broken lines) results for the magn etic 
contributionn to the specific heat of ErCu4Al s compound. The inset shows the AF order at 5.18 K and 
thee fit around the transition temperature. 

Fromm our fitting procedure, we can derive a value of 0.235(5) T Er-ion/pB for the 

difference,, n nt"r-Er'' between the two exchange parameters occurring in our model. 

Usingg a simple theoretical model, one can derive the quantity n^'_Er providedd that we 

assumee that there are two R sublattices and the exchange parameters nEr'Er<0and n', have e 

valuess such that n'^_t 

expressedd by the following equation: 

ii  Er_Er > 0. The connection between n (
Er' Er Err and TN can be 
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<-*-n£U,=VCC (6.8) 

wheree C is the Curie constant g^u'JfJ + l)/3kB. Following Eq. 6.8. we find, with T\ = 5.2 K. 

aa value of n^ .1^- n\l'_Er = 0.25 T f.u./(iB which is close to the experimentally fitted value 

mentionedd above. This lends credence to the applicability of the molecular-field model used. 

Thee discrepancy we find between the experimental curve and the calculated fit shown in Fig. 

6.255 has to be explained in terms of the short-range magnetic order around T\. which is not 

describedd by the molecular-field model. Although the site interchange between Al and Cu is 

smalll  in ErCu4AF. the corresponding atomic disorder can have a severe effect on the 

sharpnesss of the peak at the magnetic-ordering temperature T\ and may also be responsible 

forr the discrepancy mentioned around TN. 

400 0 

320 0 

££ 240 

e n n 
s— — 
CD D 
cc 160 
LU U 

80 0 

0 0 

Figuree 6.26. The energy-level scheme of the Er ions in ErCu4Al s. as it results from diagnolazations at 

22 temperatures of the CEF Hamiltonian given by Eqs. 6.3 and 6.7 and n ^._& . The level scheme on the 

leftt shows the levels at some temperature (atT= 1 K) below the magnetic-ordering temperature TN 

whereass the level scheme on the right shows the (temperature-independent) levels above T\ 

Summarizing,, we have made a numerical analysis of our specific-heat data on ErCu4Alx . 

Ourr analysis of the data in the P range (i.e. T above TN) in particular, does not support the INS 

resultss shown by Caciuffo et al. [6.12]. Measurements of the specific heat on a single-

crystallinee sample in an external magnetic field would be very useful, since the applied field 

additionallyy shifts the energy levels, probably in an anisotropic way. 

TT = 1 K T > T, 
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